ACROSS
1 Mont Blanc's range
5 ___ and pans
9 Urge
13 Vatican leaders
18 Cheer (for)
19 Estra da de "Chips"
20 Grand Canyon animal
21 Chests
22 Data collection in Germany?
25 Third-party account
26 Japanese robe
27 "Heat of the Moment" band
28 Step to the bar, for short?
29 Violin protector
30 Former White House press secretary Psaki
32 Boulder in the Czech Republic?
37 Smart ___
39 Biblical peak
41 Freebies from a party
42 "It's WonderWater" drink brand
43 Census taker in India?
46 ESPN datum
48 Hectic hosp. areas
49 Egg Prefix
50 Sets (down)
51 Declined
53 Desolate areas
55 Writes
57 Short diner orders
59 Eye layer
60 Farm herder
61 Start a golf hole
63 "More or less"
64 Ancestry in Taiwan?
65 Heats quickly
68 Pastoral poems
70 Garage sale caveat
71 Gems in Afghanistan?
75 Driveway surface
77 Pushpins, e.g.
81 Battery-powered rides
82 Place with nine circles, per Dante
83 Bank deposit
85 Cry of pain
86 Toyota subcompact discontinued in 2020

DOWN
1 Pop-up path
2 "Check it out!"
3 "Do not cross" area marked with yellow tape
4 Handle
5 ___ alla vodka
6 Sweet sandwich
7 Poetic contraction
8 Reggae king
9 Mischief-makers
10 Dutch bulb
11 Nets
12 Chaps
13 Entourage
14 NBA great
15 Robertson nicknamed "The Big O"
16 Meaty mushroom
17 Soundtrack genre
18 "Baby ___;" Raffi song about a whale
19 Scottiebut
20 Some Musée d'Orsay works
21 Uses a lance a lot
22 Sea eagle
23 "Shoot!"
24 Spanish cat
25 Aerobic regimen, familiarly
26 Barely touched
27 Vote to accept
28 Unlocked device for a car
29 Nuisance remover, in law
30 Backyard seed holder
31 Dang, baby!
32 Shopping centers?
33 Sollem rituals
34 Brazilian muralist
35 Eduardo
36 Sandwich cheese
37 "OMG! Stop talking!"
38 International lawyer Cloney
39 Let use for a while
40 Like some tiles
41 Poisonous reptiles
42 Card player's call
43 Stared upon
44 Strong brews
45 Hofbrau mug
46 Prefix with gender
47 Room-sized computer unveiled in 1946
48 Canopy makeup
49 "Am ___ only one?"
50 Workplace safety org.
51 Maryland athlete, for short
52 Gambling venue letters
53 Sportage automaker
54 ¿C___ pasa?"
55 Cricket club
56 "Helpful hardware folks"
57 Company
58 Talking___: stern lectures
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